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Tax system must do more for self-employed - and soon 

Our economy is dependent on entrepreneurs. The businesses they create are fundamental to 
having a dynamic and competitive economy. And they create lots and lots of jobs, the taxation 
from which funds the running of the State. However our two tier tax and PRSI system is 
weighed in favour of PAYE workers. It does not sufficiently promote or protect the self-employed 
who take the risks to create the businesses on which our enterprise based economy depends.   

Over 760,000 people, around 70% of the workforce are employed by SMEs in Ireland. These 
firms all came from simple beginnings. While some have gone on to become significant 
employers, most are low scale operations with a small number of employees. Many survive on a 
year to year basis and operate on tight margins.   

However they exist under a tax disparity with their PAYE counterparts which is especially 
prevalent among lower and middle earning self-employed people. According to the Department 
of Finance, the effective rate of tax on a single public servant earning €15,000 is 1.9%. A self-
employed person earning the same amount pays tax at 14.9%, more than eight times the rate of 
the PAYE worker. The self-employed person pays €2,235 while the PAYE worker pays only 
€285.  

Granted, the self-employed worker, especially at lower income levels, can write off some of their 
tax bill through business expenses. However that particular accounting device goes nowhere 
near bridging the massive gap that exists between the two tax groups.  

There is a perception of business people as the guy who drives the Mercedes and lives in the 
nice house. The reality is usually a far less glamourous and more varied picture which involves 
significant risk: from the person selling coffee every Sunday morning on the Bull Wall Pier to the 
budding tech idealists launching companies from their bedrooms.  

The disparity they face is compounded by the relative lack of social protection afforded to self–
employed people. Even though they are taxed more heavily, they are afforded fewer social 
welfare benefits.  The rationale for this is that self-employed people pay less PRSI than PAYE 
workers. 

Bu the reality is that self-employed people actually pay PRSI at 4%, the same contribution as 
PAYE workers. Because PAYE workers’ employers add a further 10.75% to their employees’ 
contributions, there’s more in the pot for them.  

The inequality that self-employed people face in the area of social protection does not take into 
account the fact that self-employed people pay more income tax,  which ultimately does not 
protect them from the inherent risk of their business failing. I can well understand how a 
potential business person might opt for the stability of PAYE job security when our system of 
taxation could be seen as a deterrent to going it alone. 

Self-employed people should receive greater incentivisation and protection from the State, 
particularly at lower income levels. What they contribute to the economy has a 
disproportionately greater effect should they succeed. And yet when they fail, they’re not even 
entitled to job seekers’ benefit.   



I make these points in the context of what is a vastly improved playing field for Irish businesses. 
The SME Credit Demand Survey conducted by Red C on behalf of the Department of Finance 
which was published this week makes for extremely positive reading. Trading conditions 
continue to improve for Irish SMEs with 84% (up 10%) of companies surveyed responding that 
turnover has increased or remained stable, 30% (up 7%) responding that they have increased 
staff numbers, with the proportion of profit-making businesses at 56% (up 5%) between April 
and September of this year. 

The Government has played a part in helping to create the conditions for this improvement in 
fortunes.  Simple but effective measures such as lowering the VAT rate in the hospitality 
industry to 9% have helped that sector fight its way back after an horrendous drop off in 
business during the recession. Central Statistics Office figures show that employment in food 
and accommodation services is up by more than 23,000 since the Government reduced the rate 
of VAT for tourism services. 

We need to show similar innovation in our taxation system in order to help people starting or 
scaling their own businesses. It makes sense in the long run. Working businesses increase 
Government tax income by stimulating economic activity and creating jobs.  Job creation moves 
people from being reliant on State benefits to contributing through income taxes to the provision 
of our health, education and other services. 

There has been a mis-perception that the recent budget will negatively affect self-employed 
people. Information from the Department of Finance, in response to a Parliamentary Question, 
shows that the opposite is in fact the case. All self-employed workers will have more money in 
their pocket as a result of the budget for 2015.  

For example, the income of a self-employed worker earning €40,000 will increase by €446 or 
1.1% of their income. Meanwhile someone earning €120,000 will benefit by €747 or 0.7% of 
their income.  

While it is important to clarify this mis-perception, we now need to go further to reverse the 
disparity that exists between PAYE workers and self-employed. This can be achieved through 
smart, practical taxation. 

In fact I have called for the reversal of income tax disparity as one of the commitments in the 
Fine Gael manifesto for the next general election.   

Self-employed people are creating jobs and backing Ireland. We are backing them through our 
economic policies – we now need to go further in supporting them through our taxation policies. 
It may sound simple. That’s because it is.  

 

 

 


